
Solutions 
A Resolutionary Anthem 

Written by Sophia Dady 

 

Ukulele with capo on 3 (Arranged by Blind DeLacey from the f-uke fighters) 

 

 

Intro (Am  Dm  F  G) *2 

 

(Am)Fourteen thousand miles away they (Dm)judge because they can  

(F)In their plush offices (Dm)they couldn’t give a dam 

(Am)No reason to believe that there (Dm)is a threat to (F)man!  

(Am)For years we've been presented with the (Dm)scientific papers  

(F)Books and documentaries are (Dm)warning of the dangers  

(Am)For those in the field we (Dm)sing a different (F)song  

 

(Am)Can't you see?(G) the (Fm7)earth can't breath!(Dm)  

The (Am)birds can't feed their (G)young any(Fm7)more  

(Dm)It's nature's (Am)law! (Dm F G) 

 

(Am)We're playing for a team, a (Dm)team that is the same  

(F)Not working on our own behalf (Dm)for our personal gain  

(Am)The right time isn't in the (Dm)future it is (F)now!  

 

(Am)Don't you see? (G)It's (Fm7)not about me (Dm)  

(Am)We all must (G)pull together (Fm7)more  

(Dm)It's natures (Am)law! (Dm F G) 

 

(C)Find Solutions (G)that's the key  

(Dm)Join your voice and (F)sing with me  

(C)The world de(Bb)serves our res(F)pect  

(C)Solutions come so (G)easily  

(Dm)When you focus (F)on these three:  

(C)Clean, Re(Bb)pair, Pro(F)tect  

Our (Am)World!(Dm F G) (Am Dm F G)*2 

 

(C)Find Solutions (G)that's the key  

(Dm)Join your voice and (F)sing with me  

(C)The world de(Bb)serves our res(F)pect  

(C)Solutions come so (G)easily  

(Dm)When you focus (F)on these three:  

(C)Clean, Re(Bb)pair, Pro(F)tect  

Our (Am)World (Dm F G) 

Our (Am)World (Dm F G) (Am Dm F G) 

Our (Am)world 

 

Chords on ukulele (capo on 3): 

Am:2000 Dm:2210 G:0232 F:2010 Bb:3211 C:0003 Fm7:5343 
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Solutions 
A Resolutionary Anthem 

Written by Sophia Dady 

 

Ukulele without capo (Arranged by Blind DeLacey from the f-uke fighters) 

 

 

Intro (Cm  Fm  Ab  Bb) *2 

 

(Cm)Fourteen thousand miles away they (Fm)judge because they can  

(Ab)In their plush offices (Fm)they couldn’t give a dam 

(Cm)No reason to believe that there (Fm)is a threat to (Ab)man!  

(Cm)For years we've been presented with the (Fm)scientific papers  

(Ab)Books and documentaries are (Fm)warning of the dangers  

(Cm)For those in the field we (Fm)sing a different (Ab)song  

 

(Cm)Can't you see?(Bb) the (Abm7)earth can't breath!(Fm)  

The (Cm)birds can't feed their (Bb)young any(Abm7)more  

(Fm)It's nature's (Cm)law! (Fm Ab Bb) 

 

(Cm)We're playing for a team, a (Fm)team that is the same  

(Ab)Not working on our own behalf (Fm)for our personal gain  

(Cm)The right time isn't in the (Fm)future it is (Ab)now!  

 

(Cm)Don't you see? (Bb)It's (Abm7)not about me (Fm)  

(Cm)We all must (Bb)pull together (Abm7)more  

(Fm)It's natures (Cm)law! (Fm Ab Bb) 

 

(Eb)Find Solutions (Bb)that's the key  

(Fm)Join your voice and (Ab)sing with me  

(Eb)The world de(Db)serves our res(Ab)pect  

(Eb)Solutions come so (Bb)easily  

(Fm)When you focus (Ab)on these three:  

(Eb)Clean, Re(Db)pair, Pro(Ab)tect  

Our (Cm)World!(Fm Ab Bb) (Cm Fm Ab Bb)*2 

 

(Eb)Find Solutions (Bb)that's the key  

(Fm)Join your voice and (Ab)sing with me  

(Eb)The world de(Db)serves our res(Ab)pect  

(Eb)Solutions come so (Bb)easily  

(Fm)When you focus (Ab)on these three:  

(Eb)Clean, Re(Db)pair, Pro(Ab)tect  

Our (Cm)World (Fm Ab Bb) 

Our (Cm)World (Fm Ab Bb) (Cm Fm Ab Bb) 

Our (Cm)world 

 

Chords on ukulele (no capo), alternative chord shapes in brackets: 

Cm:0333 (5333)  

Fm:1013 (5543)  

Bb:3211 (7565)  

Ab:5343  

Db:1114 (6544)  

Eb:3336   

Abm7:1322 (8676) 
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